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Why Reconstruction Competence Centres? 

In order to avoid this … 



… particularly when it’s built just next this! 



How the centres work 

•  Analysis of the context 
•  Identify appropriate construction techniques 
•  Agree with / convince authorities 
•  Provide technical training 
•  Inform the public 



Pakistan 



170 km 

KASHMIR 

NWFP 

Area hit by the earthquake: mostly rural, with some towns 

Pakistan 

India 



Urban 

Urban areas = road access 



RC frames 

Unreinforced masonry 

Current urban construction techniques 





Timber frames with stone infills 

Confined mud and  
stone masonry 

RC frames 

Timber frames with  
cyclopean concrete infill 

Current rural construction techniques 



Cyclopean concrete 

RC frames  

Tentative rural re-construction  

Confined stone masonry 



Convincing through documentation: Manuals and codes from elsewhere 



Development of training material 



Confined masonry, little know, became one of the official re-construction  

SDC demo and training Results 



Rural areas = access only by footpaths 



Rural construction: stone and adobe 



Cribbage from the Dubair valley 



Cator and Cribbage in the Hunza valley 



Cator and Cribbage in Ganesh, Hunza 



New Cator and Cribbage by Aga Khan 



Wattle and daub  



Full timber houses in the Leepa valley 



Dhajji technique in the Kashmir area 



Bhatar technique in the Northwest 



Dhajji 



In-depth study: How is it made?  



In-depth study: How does it work ?  



Kashmir 2000 Lisbon 1755 

In-depth study: is it used elsewhere ?  



Gaiola Pombalina, Lisbon 1755 Casa baraccata, Italia 1783 

Dhajji Dewari, India 1932 

Original Gaiola model 

Convincing through documentation: 



Reconstruction of Lisbon after 1755 Convincing through documentation: 



Himiç technique, Turkey Convincing through documentation: 



Shake table testing of 1/3 model at UET-P  Convincing through documentation: 



Manual developed during the mission and perfected later with other funds 



Provision of training 



Development of  
training material  
for the field teams 



Demo objects and on-site training 





Bhatar 



In-depth study 



Nepal Ethiopia 

India Pakistan 

Solid documentation: 



India Macedonia 

Studies and references from elsewhere 



Convincing / lobbying: Demo Bhatar house built for the authorities in the capital 



Preparation and/or provision of training material 



Provision of training 



On-site training is best 



Haiti 



Haiti context: highly populated urban areas 



Affected area in Haiti: mostly urban 



Current urban construction techniques 

Informal settlements  



Sprawling suburban villas 



Studying the past: 19th century urban buildings 
Stone and brick 

Stone and steel 

Timber 

Stone and concrete 



19th century houses in urban areas 

Ground floor: masonry 

Upper floor: timber 



Timber frame with brick infills 

Steel frame with brick infills 

Early 20th century Gingerbread houses in urban areas 



Timber frame with brick infills 

Gingerbread houses in urban areas 



Rural houses in small towns 
Traditional layout with front porch (galri) 



Rural houses, all with porches Full timber house 

Timber frame with brick infills 



Rural houses 
Timber posts with brick infills 

Wattle and daub 



Studying the present: The porch element transferred to the informal settlements  
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Development of training material, get official approval 



Preparation of training material, participation in the development of guidelines 





Training on reconstruction sites 



Information to the public 





Documentation and sharing  



School by Salvation Army, Haiti, 2012 

Houses by Misereor - Craterre, Haiti, 2012 

Learning from the past and  
Learning from elsewhere 



Demonstration and training buildings by Entrepreneurs du Monde, Haiti, 2012 



Learning from the past: Traditional wattle 
and daub + modern improvements 

Reconstruction by Handicap Int’l 



Bears’ house in Berne, Switzerland, 2011 

Misereor – Craterre in Haiti, 2012 

Learning from elsewhere 
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